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European Month of Photography | Berlin

The European Month of Photography Berlin is the largest German festival for
photography and takes place 16 September - 16 November 2014. It is part of
a joint project: the European Month of Photography that includes
photography festivals in Athens, Berlin, Bratislava, Budapest, Ljubljana,
Luxembourg, Paris, and Vienna. Since 2004, MdF Berlin has been taking
place every two years in Berlin, presenting a wide range of exhibitions and
events on historic and contemporary photography. On the occasion of its
10th anniversary, the MdF Berlin has an impressive record to its name: 2
million visitors, 500 exhibitions by as many partner institutions, 30,000
photographic works shown, and 2,000 participating photographers. The
festival is organized by Kulturprojekte Berlin GmbH in collaboration with
museums, cultural institutions, galleries, embassies, project spaces, and
photography schools in Berlin and Potsdam.

Theme: “Upheavals and Utopias. The Other Europe”
Over the last hundred years, Europe as we know it has been in a state of
continuous change. Over and over again, a series of caesurae including the
two world wars, the global economic crisis of 1929, the founding of the two
German states, and the peaceful revolution of 1989 have left their mark. What
do we mean by Europe today, as opposed to the past? War, freedom,
exultation, protest, standstill, crisis, the discovery of new and old cultures,

equal rights, tolerance, identity, intimacy, faith, sexuality, fashion, and the
everyday are some of the aspects shaping public life in Europe that are
brought to bear in the festival. Europe is frequently defined according to its
borders. This poses a variety of questions concerning, for instance, the ways
in which extreme or gradual changes and rejections are experienced; how
utopias impact our idea of the future; what perspectives are currently
emerging; and how the other and the foreign enrich our lives and culture. The
6th European Month of Photography Berlin embarks on a journey of
discovery, responding to these questions with historical and contemporary
exhibitions. The MdF Berlin is a member of the European Month of
Photography (EMoP), a European joint project that includes the photography
festivals in Bratislava, Budapest, Ljubljana, Luxembourg, Paris, and Vienna.
Back in 2003, on the initiative of Berlin’s partner city Paris, the idea was born
to form a European network of photography festivals. After a cooperation
between Berlin, Paris, and Vienna, the capitals Bratislava, Luxembourg,
Moscow, and Rome followed in 2006. In 2012, the European photography
network was expanded to include Budapest and Ljubljana; Athens joined this
year.

European Partner Cities and Their Festivals
Athens: en.photofestival.gr Bratislava: www.sedf.sk Budapest:
www.fotohonap.hu Ljubljana: www.photonicmoments.net Luxembourg:
www.cafecreme-art.lu Paris: www.mep-fr.org Vienna: www.eyes-on.at
Images: [TOP] Florian Bachmeier - Kosake auf seinem Heringsboot auf dem
Belgorodski Kanal in Vylkovo [part of the exhibition 'The Black Sea' at the
Bulgarian Cultural Institute, Berlin] [BOTTOM] Stephane Passet: Mongolei
nahe Ulaan Baataar, wahrscheinlich Damdinbazar, die achte Inkarnation des
mongolischen Jalkhanz Kuthugtu [part of 'The World c. 2014' exhibition at
Martin Gropius Bau]
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